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Artist’s impression: Iron Cove Link Portals at night
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14.1 Overview
The performance criteria for the road and public
space lighting schemes aims to facilitate safe
movement, discourage of illegal acts and
contributes to the amenity of an area through
increased aesthetic appeal.
The objective of the road lighting design is to
provide a lighted environment that is conducive to
the safe and comfortable movement of vehicular
and pedestrian traffic at night and discourages of
illegal acts, while protecting the integrity of the night
time environment through control of light spill and
glare.
The lighting design seeks to reveal necessary
visual information to accomplish these performance
criteria and objectives, together with the road users
including pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, their
movements, and other animate or inanimate
obstacles.
Operational lighting has been designed in a way
that minimises wasted light and energy, especially
upward light that produces sky glow, and considers
the life cycle energy usage of the lighting scheme to
limit the associated greenhouse gas emissions.
Operational lighting across the project generally
falls into ﬁve lighting types:
→ Street lighting for surface works including
roadways
→ General external areas lighting for service
facilities
→ Pedestrian and cyclist paths lighting
→ Tunnel lighting (not included within this report)
and
→ Feature lighting on bridges, tunnel portals and
within the Rozelle Rail Yards parkland.
Figure 14-1: Road Lighting - M4 East Project
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14.2 Lighting types
Street Lighting
Street lighting across the project has been
designed in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 Series
Lighting for Roads and Public Spaces which
requires a Category V3 lighting system for all main
roads street lighting. Category V3 lighting is
acknowledged to be an effective accident countermeasure. It has been demonstrated that Category
V 3 lighting can provide significant community
benefits.
Poles and luminaires are required to be in
accordance with RMS or Ausgrid standard
specifications and generally consistent with the
existing street lighting in the area. Poles are of the
galvanised steel or timber type with heights and
outreach arms to RMS or Ausgrid specifications.
Poles and outreach arms have been selected to
achieve a typical luminaire mounting height of 12m.
Outreach arm lengths are limited to a maximum
length of 6m in order to maintain the required
overhang for the various locations.
Where possible poles have been positioned outside
of the clear zone. In some circumstances poles
may be mounted on or behind retaining walls and
barriers. On bridges, poles will be aligned behind
the bridge rail. Roadway luminaires are to RMS or
Ausgrid specifications, incorporating long life and
high efficient LED luminaires with lens based optics
and flat glass visor to provide high quality
installation with reduced glare and reduce spill light
onto properties abutting roads.
Street light locations are shown in the adjacent
figures.

Figure 14-2: Rozelle street lighting locations and lighting assessment
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Pedestrian and Pedal Cyclists
Paths
Pedestrian pathways are provided with lighting that
meets Austroads Guide to Road Design, RMS
supplements, and AS/NZS 1158.3.1 - Lighting for
roads and public spaces. Where pathways are
located directly adjacent to lit Category V3
roadways no additional lighting has been provided
for the pathway as it is deemed not required.
Cyclists’ paths have been designed with lighting to
provide 24 hours a day safety to the performance
requirements of Table 4.5 in Austroads Guide to
Road Design Part 6B: Roadside Environment.

Figure 14-3: Iron Cove street lighting locations and lighting assessment
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General extent area lighting for Feature lighting
all service facilities
Feature lighting has been included on bridges,
General external area lighting will be provided
where necessary for safety and security at the
various motorway service facilities including:

tunnel portals and within the Rozelle Rail Yards
parkland and contributes to the amenity of these
elements through increased aesthetic appeal.

→ Rozelle Ventilation Building

Where possible, the project has sought to make
bridge safety lighting a feature which is elegantly
and subtly design to consider the neighbourhood
surrounding by focussing the lighting of the bridge.
Further detail of this lighting is provided within
section 8.

→ City West Link Incident Response Unit
→ Rozelle Rail Yards parkland and amenity
building
→ Iron Cove Link Ventilation facility
→ Rozelle West Motorway operations complex.

Each tunnel portal will include subtle feature
lighting on each entry and exit. This provides night
time interest and present a memorable experience
that will brand the WestConnex motorway within
the wider Sydney road network. The lighting
consists of LED strip lights that are concealed in a
shallow rebate within the tunnel dive approach
walls. Further detail of this lighting is provided in
Section 6.
Feature lighting has been included within the
Rozelle Rail Yards parkland to contribute to
Wayfinding within the parkland. This lighting seeks
to establish landmarks at night, reinforce primary
pedestrian and cyclist paths and accentuate the
lead-up to decision points. Further detail of this
lighting is provided in Section 12.

Figure 14-4: Artists impression: M4-Anzac Entry Portal
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14.3 Operational lighting
impacts
The operational lighting design for the Rozelle
Interchange project was assessed to determine
impacts of lighting on residents in the vicinity of the
project.
The MCoA E122 requires the Project be designed
with the objective of minimising light spillage to
residential properties. All lighting associated with
the construction and operation of the CSSI must be
consistent with the requirements of Australian
Standard 4282-1997 Control of the obtrusive effects
of outdoor lighting and relevant Australian
Standards in the series AS/NZ 1158 – Lighting for
Roads and Public Spaces.
Section 1.4.10 of AS4282:1997 defines public
lighting as including lighting provided for the
purposes of all-night safety and security on public
roads. Public lighting has been excluded from the
light spill requirements of AS4282 as such lighting is
provided to facilitate all-night safety and security for
the public at large.
Based on this the project lighting is deemed
consistent with the requirements of Australian
Standard 4282-1997 Control of the obtrusive effects
of outdoor lighting. Notwithstanding this, the lighting
design for the Rozelle Interchange project has been
reviewed against the location of potentially affected
residential properties. Further assessment was
completed for the Iron Cove and Rozelle zones and
is outlined below.
The assessment shows the worst case scenario
and doesn’t take in account the shielding that will be
provided by existing and proposed vegetation,
buildings and building facades, fences, noise walls
and other obstructions.

Assessment of light spill
The project assessed light spill at representative
locations within the Iron Cove and Rozelle zones;
an assessment was not completed if there were no
residential receivers adjacent to and in the vicinity
of the project.
Light poles on Project roads have been positioned
to ensure the lighting system is compliant with
Category V3, in accordance with AS/NZS 1158. As
a result of these changes some residents will
experience greater illuminance and some less
illuminance, therefore changes in illuminance have
been averaged within sections of project roads.
The assessment calculations are for direct
illuminance from the lights and does not consider
existing obstacles and shielding elements such as
awnings, trees, fences, etc. within residential
properties, therefore the assessment is considered
to be conservative and worst case.
Where the existing luminaire model and lamp data
cannot be obtained from visual inspection, the
supply authority GIS data has been consulted for
lamp data and a luminaire of the same type has
been used in the assessment.

Light spill mitigation

Considering the results of the assessment
completed, and the design objectives within
AS/NZS 1158 Series - Lighting for Public Roads and AS1158.1.1:2005, the project has identified and
Spaces deﬁnes the general objective of Category V implemented the following mitigation measures to
3 lighting system as making possible the safe and
reduce excessive spill light:
comfortable movement of vehicle and pedestrian
trafﬁc and the discouragement of illegal acts. This is → Light poles selected are typically 12m in height
achieved by the lighting system revealing visual
to maximise the allowable space between
information such as the road itself, the road ahead,
luminaires and minimise light spill impacts,
kerbs, footpaths, property lines, road furniture and
whilst still complying with AS/NZS 1158, public
surface imperfections, together with road users
lighting specifications and RMS specified
including pedestrians, cyclists, vehicles and their
lighting categories
respective movements.
→ The project has selected a luminaire with a flat
horizontal LED housing to direct the light in the
The Category V 3 lighting system used on the
downward direction. Of the LED luminaires
project will protect the integrity of the night
which are mandated by RMS and Ausgrid the
environment through the control of upward wasted
option selected is the least obtrusive and
light. The visual requirements of motorists will
therefore will minimise light spill impacts on
predominate in a Category V 3 lighting system.
receivers.
The principal design objectives of a Category V
→ During the development of operational lighting
lighting system are deﬁned in AS1158.1.1:2005 as
design the project will consult with CASA, DIRD
follows:
and the Sydney Airport Operators. Evidence of
→ Luminance and luminance uniformity of
carriageways to speciﬁc levels

this consultation will be included in the UDLP
Consultation Report.

→ Glare control to speciﬁc levels
→ Illuminance at intersections, verges and other
locations
→ Limitation of upward light from luminaires to a
speciﬁc level
→ A maintenance regime whereby the lighting
performance complies at all times during the
maintenance cycle and
→ Minimising energy consumption.
Other factors also considered during the
development of the operational lighting design
included:
→ Reliability and maintainability
→ Enhancement of the visual amenity of the traffic
route by aesthetics of the installation, including
the use of white light
→ Life cycle costs and
→ Limitation of obtrusive light onto abutting
properties.
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